A Spiritual Conspiracy, by Author Unknown

On the surface of the Earth exactly now there is war and violence and everything looks horrible. Â But, simultaneously, something quiet, calm and hidden is happening and certain people are being called by a higher light. A quiet revolution is settling from the inside out. Â From bottom to top. It is a global operation. A spiritual conspiracy. There are cells from this operation in every nation on the planet.Â

You will not watch us on TV. Or read about us in newspapers. Â Or hear our words on radios. We do not seek glory. Â We do not use uniforms. We arrive in several different shapes and sizes. We have costumes and different colors. Most work anonymously. Â Silently we work out of the scene. In every culture in the world. In large and small cities, in the mountains and valleys. In the farms, villages, tribes and remote islands.
Â
We might cross paths on the streets. And not realize ... We follow in disguise. We are behind the scenes. And we do not care about who wins the gold of the result, and Yes, that the work gets performed. And once in a while we will cross paths on the streets. We exchange looks of recognition and continue following our path. During the day many are disguised in their normal jobs. But at night behind the scenes, the real work begins.Â
Â
Some call us army of consciousness. Slowly we are building a new world. Â With the power of our hearts and minds. We follow with joy and passion. Our orders reach us from the Central Spiritual Intelligence. We’re throwing soft bombs of love without anyone noticing; poems, Hugs, songs, photos, movies, fond words, meditations and prayers, dances, social activism, websites, blogs, acts of kindness ...Â
Â
We express ourselves in a unique and personal way. With our talents and gifts. Being the change we want to see in the world. This is the force that moves our hearts. We know that this is the only way to accomplish the transformation. Â We know that with the silence and humbleness we have the power of all oceans together. Our work is slow and meticulous. As in the formation of mountains.Â
Â
Love will be the religion of the 21 century. Without educational prerequisites. Without ordering an exceptional knowledge for your understanding. Because it is born of the intelligence of the heart. Hidden for eternity in the evolutionary pulse of every human being.Â
Â
Be the change you want to see happen in the world. Â Nobody else can
We're recruiting. Perhaps you will join us. Or maybe you have already joined. All are welcome. The door is open.

--Author Unknown